Philadelphia’s Permanent
Harriet Tubman Statue
Public Input Survey Results
Survey open from June 22 to July 13, 2022
424 Total Responses

Public Input Survey Results
One of the roles of public art is to
generate an emotional response.
How should Philadelphia’s
permanent Harriet Tubman statue
make you feel or respond? Select
one word you think BEST describes
this feeling.

35% Inspired
27% Empowered
15% Represented
13% Proud
10% Motivated

Which of the three (3) themes BEST
reflects Harriet Tubman’s most
admirable qualities?

39% Lifting As
We Climb
32% Lessons
From Harriet
29% Overcoming
Adversity

During the course of her heroic life,
Harriet Tubman possessed many
admirable qualities. Select one
word you think reflects Harriet
Tubman's MOST admirable quality.

50% Courageous
17% Determined
11% Activist
9% Leader
4% Woman of Faith
3% Compassionate
2% Advocate
2% Strong
1% Dignified

Which of the three (3) themes is
MOST relevant to Philadelphia
today?

42% Overcoming
Adversity
34% Lifting As We
Climb
24% Lessons
From Harriet

Philadelphia’s permanent Harriet
Tubman statue needs to speak to
and engage all people of all ages,
races, gender identities, etc. Which
of the three (3) themes BEST
speaks to diverse audiences?

38% Lifting As
We Climb
31% Lessons
From Harriet
31% Overcoming
Adversity

Which of the three (3) themes will
BEST stand the test of time 10, 20,
or 50 years from now?

39% Lifting As
We Climb
32% Lessons
From Harriet
29% Overcoming
Adversity

Harriet Tubman Statue Possible Theme Options
“Lifting As We Climb”

This theme is inspired by Harriet
Tubman’s story of being a Black
woman who lifted and helped
others throughout her life. It is a
celebration of the power of Black
women who uplift their families,
communities, and cities every day.
The phrase “Lift As We Climb” was
the motto of the National
Association of Colored Women
(NACW), started in 1896. Harriet
Tubman was a member and spoke
at their inaugural meeting in
Washington D.C.

“Lessons From Harriet”

This theme highlights lessons from
Harriet Tubman’s story that are
relevant and impactful to our lives
today. Her sacrifice, as she put
herself in danger to save others;
her service, as a liberator of the
enslaved and a soldier and nurse in
the Civil War; and her activism
against slavery and fighting for the
right to vote – are all lessons that
should motivate and inspire us to
be the Harriet Tubman of our time.

“Overcoming Adversity”

Harriet Tubman was Black, born
into slavery, a woman, illiterate,
and had head trauma that caused
lifelong debilitating headaches, yet
overcame all these adversities to
impact history. This theme would
use Harriet Tubman as an
inspiration for how we can
overcome the obstacles facing our
communities today such as racial
injustice, gun violence, and lack of
quality education.

